This paper aims to develop an image encryption method based on the S-Box concept of advanced encryption standard (AES) and the application of chaotic system. Variable elements of the chaotic system initially generate chaotic-sub-box (CSB) and chaotic-sub-pathway (CSP) matrices, which then substitute the pixels of the original image. Map and gray-level values between the original and encrypted images indicate no interrelation after substitution, so decryption of bits, pixels, and keys even by exhaustive attack is prevented. Practical application shows that the encrypted image has 100% pixel substitution, and no image distortion occurs after image decryption. Therefore, the proposed encryption method is secure, reliable, and feasible.
INTRODUCTION
The dynamic performance of a chaotic system is highly sensitive to the variation in initial system values, and a chaos trajectory is unpredictable. Therefore, methods of secure communication based on the chaotic system have been continuously proposed in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] . The development of advanced computer networks has also enabled rapid and convenient data transmissions through networks. These transmissions are secured with the use of the chaotic system for image encryption. Yang and Yuan 5 generated encrypted codes from a chaotic sequence. The fundamental principles involved are collecting sequential chaotic data to construct a substantial sequence, mapping the data into binary codes, and chaotically confusing their bits. Patidar et al. 6 proposed a cryptology technology of loss-less symmetrical image. Diffusion of image substitution is conducted with a logistic map that produces the chaotic maps, and this diffusion can break the image outline and change the color-level distribution. Tong and Cui 7 increased key space by combining two one-dimensional chaos functions into one two-dimensional (2D) chaos function to achieve XOR encryption on the image. Pareek et al. 8 utilized different models to produce an 80-bit key as the initial value of the logistic map and to generate the encryption code. The original image is encrypted with the use of eight different methods, and the output represents an efficient and secure encryption structure. * Email Address: nien@ctu.edu.tw Advanced encryption standard (AES) is the most popular encryption method among the various symmetric key algorithms of cryptography proposed in recent years; numerous studies have particularly focused on the S-box [9] [10] [11] [12] . Chen et al. 13 utilized chaotic Chebyshe map to simulate 2D chaotic variables and create a three-dimensional table. They chaotically confused the elements in the table with a three-dimensional Baker map to increase the random distribution of the values. Asim and Jeoti 14 selected variable elements from a chaotic system by using mathematical formula. They applied Arnold's cat map (ACM) algorithm to confuse these elements and accordingly create a table. Then they utilized the S-box method of AES to replace the image pixels. Ashtiyani et al. 15 used ACM algorithm to confuse the pixel coordinates of medical images and Lorenz chaotic code for the S-box. Image encryption was achieved with AES. Ou 16 utilized simple logistic function based on chaotic system to design a new, highly secured S-box and to encrypt text. This paper applies the chaotic system based on the S-box concept of AES for image encryption. Variable sequences of the chaotic system are first generated, from which CSB and CSP matrices are produced. The original image pixels are chaotically substituted with the CSB and CSP matrices to achieve image encryption. 
ENCRYPTION SCHEME
verifies that the adjacent pixels of an image are closely related, with high relations between an average of adjacent 8 to 16 horizontal, vertical, and diagonal pixels. This paper first uses the Rössler chaotic system to generate the sequence of chaotic variables X, Y, Z to reduce the relation between pixels and to ensure the security of the encrypted image. X sequence generates CSB matrix S x , and Y and Z sequences generate CSP matrices S yj and S z , respectively. These matrices replace the pixels of the original image A. The map and graylevel values of the image pixels from encrypted image A e will have no interrelation with the original image A upon complete substitution. Therefore, image encryption is achieved. Figure 1 shows this encryption scheme.
The following equation presents the three-order chaotic system (Rössler) as applied in this paper.
where 
CHAOTIC SUBSTITUTING OF THE PIXELS FOR IMAGE ENCRYPTION
This paper generates the CSB and CSP matrices using the variable sequences X, Y, and Z of the chaotic system. It chaotically substitutes the original image pixels to achieve image encryption. The following describes the design processes of the CSB and CSP matrices of image encryption.
Design of CSB matrix S x
The CSB matrix design is based on the dimensions m n of original image A and sampling periods 1 g and 2 g . Variable sequence X of the chaotic system generates CSB matrix S x according to the sampling period. Below are the design steps:
Step of the chaotic system. Step 2. Generate chaotic variable sequence X .
Step 3. Select sampling periods 1 , g n = and 2 . g m =
Step 4. Using period 2 g for sampling sequence X , generate chaotic sequence X g , as shown in Fig. 2 , where
Step 5. Generate a numeric matrix D ai with the same dimension as matrix i P , where i = 1, 2, ..., 2 g .
Step 6. Index and shuffle on i P and D ai accordingly to acquire chaotic matrix 1 1 S g xi , as shown in Fig. 3 .
Note that ) (• sortrows is a sorting function.
Step 7. Combine all sequences of 1 1 S g xi into 1 S mn x , which is
Step 8. 
Design of CSP matrices S yj and S z
The design of the CSP matrix is based on periods 1 g and 2 g to generate variable sequences Y and Z of the chaotic system into CSP matrices S yj and S z . Below are
Chaotic Sequence Y Step Step 2. shown in Fig. 4, where j = 1, 2, . .., 1 g .
Step 3. Generate numeric matrix D bj with the same dimension as matrix Q j .
Step 4. Index and shuffle on Q j and D bj accordingly to acquire chaotic matrix 1 Fig. 4 Process of matrix Q j .
Pixels chaotic substitution for image encryption
Fig . 5 shows the flowchart of the chaotic substitution for the image pixels. Matrix S z and original image A first generate matrix ak P , and then matrix S yj generates matrix bk P . Finally, matrices ak P , bk P , and S x chaotically substitute the original image pixels to complete the encrypted image A e . Below are the encryption steps:
Step 1. Let 1 i = , 1 j = and 0 k = .
Step 2. Create the coordinate sets S zj by the positions of the values j in matrix S z .
Step 3. Acquire position sets ak P by matrix S zj and image A with gray-level value k.
Step 4. Create position sets bk P of gray-level value k in matrix S yj .
Step 5. Using S zj and ak P , select the pixel of image A, and 
PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
This section considers the security and the decrypted result of the encrypted image. It also presents an analysis of the performance of proposed system. Figure 6 shows a classic gray-level Lena image (size:256×256). The gray level of this image is evenly distributed, and the pixels are highly interrelated. Therefore, this image is commonly used for the study of image encryption.
Image encryption and decryption
First, we input the initial values ( 0 0.1,
) for the Rössler chaotic system to achieve dynamic simulation. CSB matrix x S and CSP matrices yj S and z S are generated through the procedures outlined Figure 7 shows the encrypted image after the completed chaotic substitution, where the map and gray-level values between the original and encrypted images indicate no interrelation. Therefore, the encrypted image cannot be decrypted even by exhaustive attack. Matrices x S , yj S , and z S are generated through the procedures outlined in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 for image restoration. The elements from yj S and z S are exchanged. We then restore the Lena image through the procedures indicated in Section 3.3, as shown in Fig. 8 .
A comparison of Figs. 6 and 7 shows that the outline and the gray-level distribution of the Lena image have completely lost their original characteristics, a result that signifies perfect encryption. This system can also be applied for the encryption of a rectangular image, as shown in Fig. 9 .
The distortion test for image decryption
The feasibility of the proposed encryption method is verified through a comparison of the gray-level values of corresponding pixels between the original Lena A and the decrypted Lena A r , as follows:
The test result in Fig. 10 is shown in highlight. Therefore, the key space of the system is 45 10 . Figure 11 shows the distributions of n x vs. 1 − n x for the chaos codes. Therefore, this paper applies the concept of superior scatter characteristics of the chaos variable element to design and create the chaos code with a highly 
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Distribution characteristic of the chaos code
FIPS PUB 140-1 test
The chaotic system proposed in this paper passes FIPS PUB 140-1 test 18 . Therefore, the system can adequately create secure keys. Table 1 shows the test results of the chaos codes by FIPS PUB 140-1. 
CONCLUSION
The dynamic response of the chaotic system is sensitive to the initial values and parameters of the chaotic system. Therefore, a significant number of studies applied chaotic sequences to encrypt images for secure communication. This paper applies the S-box concept of AES to generate the variable sequences of the chaotic system into CSB and CSP matrices and to substitute the image pixels chaotically. After the encryption, the map and the gray level between the original and encrypted images indicate no interrelation, which can protect the bits, pixels, and keys of the encrypted image from exhaustive decryption attack. The practical example presented shows that the image has 100% pixel substitution rate, and the decrypted image has 0 distortion rate. Therefore, the examples demonstrate the high security of the encrypted images and the high potential of digital-color image encryption.
